Song for the King, Lama and household heads/parents. This song is used for marriage.

From the center of the sky shines a golden pot
And in the pumba are precious jewels that we offer to the lama
Outside the pumba is the sun that we offer to the laity
Us women, we tighten our boot laces and salute the lama

From the center of the sky shines a golden pot
And in the pumba are precious jewels that we offer to the leader
Outside the pumba is the sun that we offer to the laity
Us women, we tighten our boot laces and salute the king

To the head of the house, the house that looks like the golden pot
And in the pumba are precious jewels that we offer to the fathers
Outside the pumba is the sun that we offer to the laity/to the king??
Us women, we tighten our boot laces and salute the fathers
The older women also tighten their boot laces to salute the fathers
The older women also tighten their boot laces to salute the fathers
Vocab:
Kungne tuenbe = from the center of the sky
Tse lun pumba = golden pot
Dakta = shoes
Gooteek = leader
Phekhang tobshi = the household head
Putse = precious things
Diyetuk = parental love for children
Chu-le = women’s headdress in Lo, that ladies wear at festivals